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Characterization of variable weathered profiles by using DPR
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ABSTRACT: The highly variable nature of the deeply weathered Porto granite has been posing significant challenges in the
geotechnical design due to the nature of the rock mass when its several class qualities are hard to differentiate. The identification
of geotechnical patterns in weathered rock profiles from conventional borehole investigations is common and ideal but rather
time consuming. Drilling Parameter Recordings (DPR) has been pointed out as a complementary alternative to site investigation.
A series of boreholes, where classical exploration techniques were confronted with drilling parametric monitoring, have been
used to develop protocols between indices coming out from this practical and increasingly reliable technique.

This paper presents some results from the study developed in this geotechnical ambient, by comparing compound parameters
derived from the DPR recorded variable with conventional site investigation results and indices. It is the purpose of this research,
developed in collaboration of the industry, to enable this technique to be more confiable in its common use in these formations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The weathering profiles of granite, gneiss and schist rocks in
the north region of Portugal are well known by their variability
and complexity. They are mostly, but not always, character-
ized by its gradation from upper weathered levels to lower
sound rock, improving its mechanical behavior with depth
(Viana da Fonseca, 2003; Marques et al. 2004). Meanwhile,
the weathered granite zones present a wide irregularity, being
common to occur blocks of sound or partly weathered gran-
ite, with various dimensions involved in high to extremely
high weathered masses. A good definition of those profiles
requires conventional borehole investigations, which is com-
mon but time consuming. An ongoing investigation tries to
establish protocols which will allow mapping the weathering
profiles using Drilling Parameters Recordings (DPR).

This work will refer solely the use of compound parameters,
namely the Somerton Index, as a useful tool for mapping the
various weathering levels.The data for each borehole executed
with destructive perforation with DPR is analyzed by thorough
comparison with indices derived from classical borehole. The
sample recovering available in the vicinity allowed the devel-
opment of a protocol that allows DPR to be used in identifying
the various weathering degrees in presence.

2 SITE GEOLOGY

This paper deals with DPR from two different locations in
the North of Portugal, both mainly constituted by granite. The
major part of the data (16 boreholes with DPR and corre-
spondent 16 classical boreholes with sample recovering) is
originated in typical ambient of “Porto granite”, well know
for its variability and its gradation. In general terms, this for-
mation presents a gradation from highly weathered rock (W5)
in the upper layers to rather sound rock (W2) in the bottom
layers. However it is common for unweathered rock to occur
in the upper layers mixed with the more weathered material.
It is also common that highly weathered rock mass appears at

large depths. Normally this formation is overlayed by recent
landfills.

The three remaining pairs of boreholes are located in the
area of Vila Real, North of Portugal. Here the rock mass con-
sists mainly of granite ranging from fine grained to coarse
grained, this later one being the most representative. In the
area, schistes and micaschistes were also identified along with
alluviums originating in lines and consisting of sandy clay
layers with gravel. This area also presents vegetable soil and
recent landfills.

3 DRILLING PARAMETERS

“Drilling Parameters Recording” (DPR) has been used for a
long time in the oil industry (Gui et al. 2002) and its use for
geotechnical purposes began in the early 1970’s (Pfister 1985).
The recorded data can be used to complement conventional
boreholes, to correlate with lithological and geomechanical
properties of rock masses (Peck et al. 1987), as an element
for design, guidance and control of soil treatment (Pfister,
1985), in cavity detection (Garassino et al. 1998) and fracture
identification (Benoît et al. 2004).

While drilling occurs, a set of sensors mounted in various
parts of the drilling equipment monitors a number of parame-
ters related to the process of drilling, without interfering with
the process itself.All the sensors are connected to the recorder,
where the values are visualized and stored, allowing for pos-
terior download to a PC for ulterior treatment. In this case, the
recorder used allowed to record the advance rate, thrust pres-
sure, rod torque, rotation rate, water pressure and vibration
(this later parameter was not monitored in this case). Figure 1
shows an example of the data obtained from a DPR borehole.

4 COMPOUND PARAMETERS

Several compound parameters have been proposed along the
years, the oldest being reported by Somerton (1959). All
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Figure 1. Registered values using DPR for one of the boreholes.

parameters combine different recorded values and some use
data such us bit diameter, bit and rods weight and maximum
thrust pressure and drilling rate provided by the equipment.
By manipulating and combining all these entities, there is the
purpose of emphasizing certain characteristics of the rock or
soil mass being studied.

4.1 Somerton Index

Somerton Index was presented in 1959 byWilbur H. Somerton
following a study on rock breakage by rotary drilling. From
its tests, he realized that the ultimate compressive strength
was not a reliable rock strength parameter for general rotary
drilling correlations (Somerton, 1959). Therefore, this index
was proposed as a “strength parameter” who could provide a
good correlation between advance rate, rotation rate and the
effective weight on the bit. The Somerton Index is usually
presented has shown in Equation (1).

whereWnet = effective weight on the bit (thrust pressure + rods
and bit weight), wd = rotation rate and Vd = advance rate.

5 THE APPLICATION OF SOMERTON INDEX ON
WEATHERED GRANITE

5.1 Data preparation

For each available borehole, the Somerton Index was cal-
culated according to Equation 1. Examples of the profiles
obtained for each borehole are shown in Figure 2.

The analysis of Figure 2 shows that along each profile, sev-
eral zones with distinctive behavior can be observed, namely,
the values of Somerton Index seem to be more or less stable
along certain depths, in each specific horizon.

The logical immediate step from the mentioned observation
was to define these areas of apparent stability and calculate the
average value of the Somerton Index. In order to avoid the def-
inition of too limited zones with very similar average values,
it was established that two consecutive zones would only be
individualized it the difference between their average values
was greater than 50 (the Somerton Index is a nondimensional
entity). The results of this zoning, for the same boreholes, are
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Examples of the individual profiles obtained for each
borehole using the Somerton Index.

Figure 3. Zoning of the boreholes using the Somerton Index.

5.2 Data analysis

After the zoning process, each borehole’s derived profile
and respective classification of horizons was compared with
the corresponding conventional borehole in order to identify
zones of similar weathering degree that could be related. To
each one of these zones, a weathering degree had a correspon-
dence to a specific trend value of the index giving rise to a
pattern of weathering evolution.

5.3 Results validation

In one of the sites under study, the boreholes were used
to perform cross-holes (CH) tests. Seismic shear (S) waves
velocities were determined through depth in cross-hole tests
and proved to be particularly relevant in the cross-correlation,
since these proved to be very much in agreement with the
zones defined by the compound parameters, specially with the
good fittings with the Somerton Index average values. These
results can be seen in Figure 4 for one cross-hole (CH) test.

5.4 Global analysis of all available results

Several difficulties appeared when all the boreholes were ana-
lyzed in whole: the values seemed in some cases to be very
much affected by any change in the drilling process (a sudden
increase in rotation speed, for example) However, it was also
assumed that, since the advance rate is directly related to the
net pressure and the rotation rate, these values would somehow
compensate each other. Therefore, the Somerton Index would
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Figure 4. Comparison between zoning according to the Somerton
Index and S-waves.

Figure 5. Average values of the Somerton Index without restrains
in the distance between the DPR log and the classical borehole.

still provide a reliable estimation on the “strength parameter”
and therefore of the weathering degree. Another difficulty is
related to the fact that the evolution of weathering degrees
with depths did not always agree in the interpretation of DPR
monitoring and the classical borehole classification. This was
assumed to be related to the well known variability of these
geological formation (Viana da Fonseca, 2003, Marques et al.
2004).

The average values assigned for each weathering degree in
each borehole were then plotted to verify their consistency as
a whole. The purpose was to check whether the average values
for each weathering degree presented similarities from bore-
hole to borehole. Three types of plotting were considered: one
without limitations of distance between the DPR borehole and
the closest classical borehole (as far as they were considered
correspondent), a second one considering only boreholes sep-
arated by less than 50 m, and a third one, considering boreholes
separated less than 20 m. These plots are shown in Figures 5 to
7 respectively, with indication of the average value obtained
for each weathering degree.

Figures 5 to 7 show that, although with some variation and
a general overlapping in the weathering degrees, the Somer-
ton Index values clearly increase as the rock becomes less
weathered.

Figure 6. Average values of the Somerton Index with a maximum
distance between the DPR log and the classical borehole of 50 m.

Figure 7. Average values of the Somerton Index with a maximum
distance between the DPR log and the classical borehole of 20 m.

It is also clear that the evolution of the Somerton Index with
the weathering class is more notorious and reliable with the
decrease in distance between the DPR logs and the classical
boreholes. This is not surprising for the high variability of the
granitic rock mass that is being studied: these profiles typically
vary very rapidly and there are no guarantees that boreholes
separated by several dozen meters will still encounter the same
weathering profile pattern (neither in its evolution in depth nor
in the weathering degrees present).

From the above results, it seems clear that in each site, the
calibration between DPR logs and classical boreholes should
be conducted based in close distance boreholes. Then the DPR
results may be extended to the rest of the site.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Somerton Index (SI) seems to be a useful tool to differentiate
weathering degrees in classes in weathered granite profiles,
giving a powerful framework for the interpretation of Drilling
Parameters Recording (DPR).

It is important that, for calibration purposes, the distance
between the DPR logs and the classical boreholes (thoroughly
and conventionally classified from a geological evaluation of
recovered integral samples) be as small as possible in order to
provide correct and confiable correlations.

This paper has dealt with a careful and systematic cross-
correlation between a relevant set of borehole results in
weathering granite profiles, taking advantage of the sensitivity
of a specific compound parameters (SI), derived from the DPR
logs, giving a fundament contribution to enable this technique
to be used in geotechnical practice in these formations.
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